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Don’t be a bad act to follow
There are many kinds of incidents

that can cause injury or death, but
it is generally accepted that all
incidents are caused by just two

things: unsafe acts and/or unsafe conditions.
Some estimates say that unsafe acts

account for about 90 percent of the total.
Whatever the number, there is no doubt that
someone’s behaviour can have a huge
impact on the health and safety of 
themselves and others. 

In a workplace, unsafe acts are not 
confined to workers. Decision-makers 
within the organization itself, be they upper
management or line supervisors, can fail to
deal promptly and properly with dangerous
or potentially dangerous conditions. Such
negligence is itself a form of unsafe 
behaviour.

For example, moving machinery might
not be well-guarded, lighting may be 
inadequate and harrassment complaints not 
followed up.

We all need to consider very carefully the
things we do, or do not do, that can put 
ourselves and others at risk.

One of the big ones is the attitude that “It
can’t happen to me.” Being aware that 
accidents happen is one thing, but it is quite
another to appreciate that they can happen
to anyone. Just because you have done
something a certain way for years without
incident doesn’t make it safe.

The catch-all word “carelessness” is one
way to describe what leads to unsafe acts,
but here are some of the more specific 
attitudes and behaviours that you might find
in yourself and others:

Shortcuts — Using the wrong tool or
failing to follow the correct procedure
might reduce the time and energy required
to perform a certain task, but it certainly
doesn’t reduce the risk that things will go
wrong — and they can go very wrong in a

split-second. Often, saving time isn’t the
real reason people take shortcuts. They just
“can’t be bothered.” Remember, there are
reasons why the tried-and-true methods
exist. Ignore them, and you could very well
end up being one more reason.

Overconfidence — The kind of attitude
that results in shortcuts, but can extend to
other aspects of the job, such as not wearing
protective gear properly, if at all, in the
belief that this also is too much bother and
not really necessary. 

Bravado — Examples abound of people
whose macho approach causes them to flout
the rules, even though their risk-taking
behaviour can endanger those they are 
trying to impress.

Ignorance — As the saying goes, 
ignorance is no excuse, but it should not be
confused with stupidity. A stupid person
lacks the mental capacity to assess a given
situation and make the right decisions to
deal with it. Ignorance is lack of 
knowledge. This can result from 
inadequate training or instruction on how a
job is to be done safely. Ignorance can be
avoided by paying attention to training and
instruction — and by not being shy about
asking for an explanation of work 

procedures and safety 
precautions.

Performance pressure —
Working too quickly or for
too long at a stretch and
being stressed by deadlines
or high production quotas can
lead to shortcuts and other
actions that we know to be
unsafe and should avoid.
Some people are so driven to
succeed that they lose sight
of the dangers around them,
and this can result in not 
finishing the job at all.

Personal problems — Just as it is 
sometimes tough to not “take the job
home,” circumstances in our own lives can
follow us to work. Family, health, and other
issues can be a serious distraction and thus
jeopardize job safety.

Horseplay — A classic cause of 
workplace accidents, whether it is a 
practical joke that causes injury (or a 
retaliatory punch in the mouth from some-
one who doesn’t appreciate the humour) or
wrestling for “fun,” it must be discouraged.

Poor housekeeping — How a jobsite is
maintained provides a good indicator of
everyone’s approach to quality, production
and safety. It includes keeping work and
storage areas clean, neat and orderly; 
ensuring that floors and stairs are free of
slip and trip hazards; and removing waste
materials (e.g., paper, cardboard) and other
fire hazards from work areas.

Other causes of unsafe acts include 
indifference (knowing the right way to do
something but ignoring it) and temper
(often in the form of impatience). You can 
probably think of some others.

Take time to reflect on the fact that they
can all become habits, which, if left 
unbroken, make you a safety hazard.
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The term “incident” is used in
some situations and jurisdictions
to cover both an “accident” and
“incident.”

The Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety
(CCOHS) chooses to use 
“incident,” pointing out that 
“accident” implies the event was
related to fate or chance.

“When the root cause is 
determined,” says CCOHS, “it is
usually found that many events
were predictable and could have
been prevented if the right actions
were taken — making the event
not one of fate or chance (thus,
the word incident is used).”

An investigator who believes that
accidents are caused by unsafe
conditions will likely try to uncover
conditions as causes. On the
other hand, one who believes they
are caused by unsafe acts will
attempt to find the human errors
that are causes. “Therefore,”
CCOHS explains, “it is necessary
to examine some underlying fac-
tors in a chain of events that ends
in an accident.

“The important point is that 
even in the most seemingly 
straightforward accidents, seldom,
if ever, is there only a single
cause.”

For example, an investigation
that concludes an accident was
due to worker carelessness, and
goes no further, fails to seek
answers to several important
questions such as:

n Was the worker distracted? If
yes, why was the worker 
distracted?

n Was a safe work procedure
being followed? If not, why not?

n Were safety devices in order?
If not, why not?

n Was the worker trained? If not,
why not?

An inquiry that answers these
and related questions will probably
reveal conditions that are more
open to correction than attempts
to prevent “carelessness.”

Hold These Thoughts

1. It is generally accepted that unsafe acts and/or unsafe conditions are
the two causes of all workplace accidents.

TRUE ____ FALSE ____

2. Does doing the same thing a certain way for years without incident
guarantee that the procedure is safe?

YES ____ NO ____

3. Which of these are examples of potentially dangerous shortcuts:
A. Using the wrong tool.
B. Ignoring all or part of an accepted work procedure.
C. Lifting too heavy a load without getting help.
D. All of the above

4. Overconfidence will NEVER cause someone to act unsafely.
TRUE ____ FALSE ____

5. Unsafe acts can be avoided by:
A. Proper training and instruction.
B. Careful planning of tasks to be performed.
C. Being brave.
D. Asking for an explanation of work procedures.

6. A strong desire to succeed can result in unsafe work habits.
TRUE ____ FALSE ____

7. Which of these will NOT cause someone to work unsafely:
A. Personal problems.
B. Horseplay.
C. Job hazard analysis.
D. Poor housekeeping.
E. Impatience.

8. Does your workplace have a policy and procedure in place for
reporting unsafe behaviour?

YES ____ NO ____ DON’T KNOW____

The Quiz
These questions are meant to help you remember what was discussed
today — not to test your patience or challenge your intelligence. The

answers are at the bottom of the page. Cover them up, and complete the
quiz as quickly as you can.

ANSWERS: 1. True, 2. No, 3. D., 4. False, 5. A., B., D., 6. True, 7. C., 8. Your answer
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Prevent employee “gripe sessions.” Establish
ground rules for your safety meeting right from the
beginning. First, an employee who presents a 
problem should offer a solution. This will facilitate
reasonable objectives. Second, discussions that
head off on a tangent should be kept to a minimum.
Use a timer if necessary. Third, have everyone agree
to stay on the subject of safety. This is not the forum
to discuss schedules, vacation, salaries, etc. 

Review your progress. If time allows at this
meeting (schedule a special one if necessary) review
issues and suggestions raised previously and detail

any policy or practice changes that have been 
instituted as a result. It is important for employees to
see proof of progress in order to believe they can
make a difference. If there has been no progress on
an issue, don’t try to hide it. Your employees are
probably already aware of what hasn’t been
addressed. Instead, commit to a time when the mat-
ter will be addressed and resolved, and follow
through on that commitment.

Get the most out of your safety meetings by
keeping the format consistent and the content 
meaningful.

Date of Meeting: _________________________ Topic: ______________________________
Location: _______________________________ Department:_________________________
Start Time: ______ Finish Time: ______ Meeting Leader: _____________________

In Attendance:

For the Record

Tips for Safety Meeting Leaders

Note: TalksZone weekly safety meetings are not intended to take the place of your own safety procedures.
Always consult and/or review your procedures before attempting any work.
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